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Abstract

Russia vs NATO: Baltic States Testing Ground

This paper considers the Russian invasion threat and possible annexation of the Baltic States, or a piece thereof, to restore Russian power to that of the former Soviet Union, to seek revenge for what it feels is humiliation by NATO, and to dismantle NATO permanently. Since the end of the Cold War Russia has faced NATO encroachment, professionalized its military and taken advantage of opportunities to expand its influence. Baltics’ leadership fear they might be Russia’s next target and their small militaries depend on NATO membership to deter an attack. Populist statements and post-Cold War attitudes in the United States and Europe undermine NATO’s credibility, and none of the NATO countries is well prepared to combat a hybrid attack. Meanwhile, Russia is already building a reason to invade the Baltics and will choose a low-risk opportunity using unconventional means to achieve its objectives. This paper argues for a better regional strategy in which the Baltics and NATO can best posture themselves amidst these Russian threats.
INTRODUCTION

Russia intends to demolish the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and is shaping the environment for an opportunity to invade the Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania) in order to test NATO’s resolve. In 2014 Russia annexed Crimea, Ukraine using hybrid warfare and is likely to use this style in the Baltics unless effectively deterred.¹ Russia’s history of undermining NATO since the turn of the century includes recent divide-and-conquer examples. Furthermore, the Baltics are a future Russian target due to their geography, history with Russia, and presence of ethnic Russians, the protection of whom was used as justification for the 2014 Crimean annexation.² In recent years, Russia cyberattacked the Baltics and implemented a propaganda campaign to foment dissent from within the Baltic states. Russia’s information warfare efforts have contributed to secessionist and populist movements in Europe and the United States, undermining NATO’s credibility and opening a lower-risk opportunity for Russia to invade the Baltics. NATO’s response to such attacks, or lack thereof, will have permanent ramifications on the global order. In other words, the Baltic States are a potential testing ground of NATO’s relevance. NATO is not prepared to deal with the Russian threat to the Baltic states and must heed three assertions: first, Russia wants to fracture NATO and is doing so non-kinetically; second, NATO is vulnerable to a Russian invasion of the Baltics; third, NATO must pursue better options to deter and, if necessary, to collectively defend against Russian aggression in the Baltics.

¹ Shay Shabtai, “The War After Next is Here — What Does the Elephant Look Like,” Defense & Security Analysis 32, no. 4 (2016): 316; In this paper, “Hybrid Warfare” in this paper will be defined as it is by Shabtai: “Operational approach dealing with the way to jointly activate different organizations (conventional militaries, militias, covert organizations, terror organizations, mass protest movements) to achieve a strategic goal with the fewest negative consequences.”; Michael Kofman and Matthew Rojansky, “A Closer Look at Russia’s ‘Hybrid War,’” Wilson Center Kennan Cable, no. 7 (April 2015). https://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/7-KENNAN%20CABLE-ROJANSKY%20KOFMAN.pdf; As a counterpoint to Shabtai’s definition, Kofman and Rojansky assert that the term “hybrid war” is unhelpful and defer to Russia’s doctrinal description of its style: “In Russia’s 2010 Military Doctrine, modern warfare is described as entailing ‘the integrated utilization of military force and forces and resources of a nonmilitary character.’”

RUSSIA WANTS TO DESTROY NATO

“Napoleon once declared that if he had to make war, he would prefer to make it against a coalition.”

Russia wants to destroy NATO. The new U.S. National Defense Strategy explicitly states that Russia wants “to shatter the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,” consistent with a statement by Secretary of Defense Mattis that Russian President Vladimir Putin is “trying to break [NATO].” For his part, Putin said in 2005 that “the collapse of the Soviet Union was the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the century,” and in 2016 he insinuated that NATO has outlived its usefulness and needs to be thrown in the ash heap of history. Putin’s stance is not without merit as Russia fears further encroachment of Western culture, detests NATO’s addition of Former Soviet Union (FSU) states on Russia’s borders, and seeks a return to global relevance by avenging what its leadership feels was an intentional effort by NATO to humiliate Russia after the fall of the Soviet Union.

---

breakdown of adversarial alliances and its desire for a NATO-less world is possible due to NATO’s current state.

NATO’s resolve has shown chinks in its armor since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, which makes it vulnerable to Russian efforts to disable it. For example, while most European NATO members are confident of U.S. military support, they largely do not want to increase defense spending, other than countries bordering Russia, and are somewhat reticent on whether or not to defend their neighbors from Russia.8 This recent polling of allied citizens calls into doubt whether their countries will honor NATO’s Article 5 agreement “that an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against all of them.”9 As NATO’s newest post-Cold War members, the Baltic States are the most lucrative and easiest targets for Russia and their invasion would thoroughly test the alliance’s will. The Baltics remain unconvinced, however, of NATO’s willpower to militarily repel a Russian invasion. An invaded Baltic nation is sure to invoke Article 5, but NATO partners are not necessarily obligated to respond militarily. An ineffectual NATO response combined with the smallest of Russian gains would permanently neuter the alliance.

Compounding NATO’s chinks are the lukewarm reassurances from the United States to honor Article 5. While the United States is central to Baltic States’ and NATO’s security and to containing Russia’s goals to revert to a global power, the new U.S. National Security Strategy emphasizes “America first” and that the United States “expect[s] [allies] to shoulder a fair share of the burden of responsibility to protect against common threats.”10 Further

---

hollowing the U.S. support to NATO is President Trump’s less than full-throated endorsement to authorize support for allies, suggesting aid only if they “fulfilled their obligations to us.” Despite reassurances in the past year from Trump and Mattis that the United States will support NATO allies unconditionally, the change in U.S. tone still lingers and European defense spending still lags. These mixed messages of support undercut NATO’s credibility and raise concern for allies. While NATO and the United States work through their identity crises, Russia has professionalized its military and pressured its Baltic periphery.

The Baltics fear they are Russia’s next target and have plenty of reasons to worry. In the aftermath of its Crimean annexation, Russia has demonstrated a “malign influence and military aggression” toward its neighbors. In one particularly aggressive act, Russia imposed a devastating cyberattack on Estonia as retribution for moving a Soviet statue. Russia’s methods of imposing itself on its neighbors span multiple domains, highlighted by “over fifty instances of Russian manipulation of energy supplies for political purposes,” by 2004. These provocations have not gone unnoticed by the new Trump Administration.

---


13 Stephen Herzog, “Revisiting the Estonian Cyberattacks: Digital Threats and Multinational Responses,” Journal of Strategic Security 4, no. 2 (Summer 2011): 49-60. http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1105&context=jss. Russia never admitted to the attacks, and European authorities never declared they had proof of Russian government’s involvement, though most cybersecurity experts say it was Russia due to having a motive and the state-based capabilities to carry out an attack of this magnitude.

which recognized Russia’s prior invasions and threatening posture toward Europe.\(^{15}\) While the United States and the rest of NATO have increased their support to the Baltics, a better strategy is needed as Russia’s aggression continues unabated. Of all the arrows in Russia’s quiver, however, perhaps the most lethal is its information warfare campaign which is insidiously breaking NATO.

Evidence of Russia’s meddling in European and American affairs is prolific and shows Russia’s active measures to divide populations and alliances. Right before its initial invasion of Ukraine in 2014, Russia leaked an illegally recorded phone call between U.S. diplomats discussing strategies to promote Ukraine’s pro-Western politicians.\(^{16}\) In a tit-for-tat move, the United States leaked a recorded call between Russian ambassadors in which they laughed at how Russia was dividing nations, one by one, starting with Ukraine, then “Catalonia and Venice, and also Scotland and Alaska.”\(^{17}\) Since that call, Catalonia has voted for independence from Spain, the United Kingdom lobbied hard to keep Scotland from voting itself out of the monarchy, and Venice is as close as ever to claiming independence from the rest of Italy.\(^{18}\) Though these political divides cannot be solely attributed to one


factor, Russia clearly finds and exploits fissures in NATO countries using information operations. The United States and its NATO allies remain stuck in a security mentality that fails to effectively address Russia’s ongoing operations.\textsuperscript{19} Indeed, Russia’s true offensive weapon is not planes or tanks, but rather information manipulation which is currently fracturing NATO.

**A CLEVER RUSSIAN PLAN CAN DEFEAT NATO**

“It’s impossible to know what the United States position is on any number of subjects … We could go sleepwalking into a war.”\textsuperscript{20}

Russia will continue efforts to undermine NATO by operating in the Gray Zone until it determines the right time, place, and risk level to execute a coup de grâce military destruction of the alliance. Russia’s opportune moment to invade the Baltics will be when the United States is preoccupied with other troubles or when NATO’s willpower is too weak to defend its smaller partners. The United States has stepped up support to NATO, and the Baltics specifically, but is ill-prepared for a Russian attack, finding itself unsure of its obligations.\textsuperscript{21} Meanwhile, Russia continues corroding NATO and the United States and

\textsuperscript{19} Russia is employing “Gray Zone” operations, a subset of their “hybrid warfare” in which Russian operations do not rise to the level of what its adversaries consider conventional conflict and at which they are unable to effectively address with their policies and/or instruments of national power; To highlight the U.S. mentality, a recent high-ranking guest lecturer to the prestigious Naval War College declared that “war is when troops are killed in combat.” So long as NATO maintains that stance, Russia will continue moving toward its objectives by pressuring the alliance up to that point.


pressuring NATO’s eastern flank. Perhaps the best moment for an invasion of the Baltics is when the United States is distracted by domestic upheaval or a large military conflict elsewhere, such as with North Korea or Iran. Another opportune time is during the Olympics, proven by Russia’s attacks on Georgia and Ukraine which coincided with the 2008 Summer and 2014 Winter Olympics, respectively. As host to a well-run 2014 Games, Russia was at a peak in global goodwill, giving it extra latitude in employing military aggression. Though much of that goodwill is gone, the Olympics are a time in which most countries temporarily strive for higher levels of peace and cooperation, at least publicly, making that period more vulnerable to less-friendly actors. Determining the right time is critical to a successful Russian invasion, yet the Baltics’ NATO affiliation presents different and more difficult challenges than Ukraine.

Russia’s aggression towards Georgia and Ukraine must be compared and contrasted with the Baltic nations to better assess Russia’s risks if it invades the Baltics. Ukraine, Georgia, and the Baltics are all former Soviet Republics that border or are, in Lithuania’s case, near Russia. Ukraine (17.3%), Latvia (26.2%), and Estonia (24.8%) have significant ethnically Russian populations while Georgia (1.5%) and Lithuania (5.8%) have less so.22 Despite the former republics’ proximity, history, and ethnic ties to Russia, there are several differences that make taking the Baltics a riskier proposition for Russia, so an invasion is not a foregone conclusion.23 One key difference is that the Baltic nations are NATO members, while Ukraine and Georgia sought NATO membership at the time their conflict with Russia

22 Conant, “Ethnic Russians.”
arose, squashing any chance at membership due to the new border disputes. The Baltics’ established NATO membership is precisely why an invasion is risky for Russia and drives its efforts to quash NATO. Another major difference is that the Baltic countries are European Union members, fully assimilated into the European society and economy, whereas Ukraine and Georgia have been more greatly subject to Russia’s influence since the Cold War ended.

If Russia were to invade the Baltics, the risks would certainly be higher than Russia’s adventurism in Ukraine due to NATO’s Article 5, and the invaded populations would be more resistant to the foreign occupation due to their European assimilation. Russia needs a clever plan at the right place combined with an unreliable NATO to successfully invade and hold Baltic land.

In analyzing the Russian threat to the Baltic nations, another item must be considered — Russia’s possible intentions to form land bridges between its motherland and its military bases abroad, in Crimea, Transnistria, and Kaliningrad. Ukraine’s pro-Western and NATO-seeking president threatened to not renew Russia’s leased naval base in Crimea just prior to Russia’s annexation of Georgia, perhaps sending a message to Ukraine that Russia’s military might is back. In another area, Transnistria, a United Nations-unrecognized breakaway state from Moldova, houses approximately 1,500 Russian military troops and its population considers itself Russian. General Phillip Breedlove, the former Commander of Supreme Allied Command Europe, suggested Transnistria as a possible trigger point for World War III. Putin added to the idea that a connecting operation could be a goal when he called Kiev, 

---


25 Anne Garrels, “Russians Cling to Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula,” NPR Morning Edition, Sep 12, 2008. https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=94545608. Georgia was a more pressing concern to Russia at the time, but Ukraine undoubtedly received the message that its own NATO dreams and power to kick out the Russian military were slipping away.

Ukraine the “mother of all Russian cities,” perhaps hinting at a future operation to connect mainland Russia to Transnistria, via Kiev, in the same way it connected its Crimean naval base to mainland Russia, via the Donbass region. Similar to Crimea and Transnistria, Kaliningrad is also geographically separated from mainland Russia by only a short distance. While the Baltic nations have never suggested blocking Russia’s lines of communication with Kaliningrad, based on Russia’s Crimean land-grab and its suggested designs on Transnistria, a Russian military operation through the Baltics to connect with Kaliningrad is within the realm of the possible. Despite Russia’s clear military objectives in annexing Crimea and its perceived intentions to create land bridges elsewhere, Russia invaded Ukraine under the publicly stated reason of protecting ethnic Russians, a pretext they have been shaping in the Baltic countries.

In the Baltics, Russia continues strengthening its preferred invasion narrative: protecting ethnic Russians. Andris Razans, the Latvian Ambassador to the United States, stated that despite his country’s large ethnically Russian population, most are assimilated into Europe and do not desire a Latvian return to Russian control. Studies back up Razans’ statements, showing that most pro-Russian sentiment among ethnically Russian Latvians resides within a narrow demographic of the elderly. This small bloc was largely emplaced

---

in Latvia by the Soviet Union and desires a Russian return to Soviet power. Nevertheless, Russia has made concerted propaganda efforts to sow divide internally to the Baltic nations, focusing on the ethnic Russians who are not allowed to vote and those who have non-citizenship status. Its desire to widen social fissures of its targets do not stop with ethnic Russians, however, as Russian influence penetrates Latvia’s eastern region of Latgale, a diverse area of ethnic Latvians and ethnic Russians, many of whom speak a Latvian dialect. Additionally, “Moscow has obtained influence over several political parties, which can play crucial roles as kingmakers.” To capture the magnitude of possible ramifications of Russia’s campaign in Latgale and other areas of the Baltics, evidence shows that Russia employed psychological operations targeting similar societal divides in Ukraine prior to that invasion. Russia’s brand of information warfare will undoubtedly factor into its next invasion, no matter the location.


Russia enjoys several geographic options to invade the Baltics. Considering Belarus a de facto Russian state, Russia’s shortest distance to Kaliningrad is the stretch along the Polish and Lithuanian border called the Suwalki Gap.\textsuperscript{34} An invasion and annexation of Estonia and Latvia, with their much higher ethnically Russian populations, however, are potentially a greater prize and an easier target, and would nearly envelop Lithuania, thereby dominating the trio of Baltic nations.\textsuperscript{35} Any attack would likely include combat on the Baltic Sea, where Russia may not need to contend with either Finland or Sweden, neither of which are NATO members.\textsuperscript{36} Other points of interest include the aforementioned Latvian region, which Russia is socially dividing from the rest of the country, or a small section of Estonia, called Narva which is in the extreme northeast of the Baltics and whose defense would pose a great disadvantage to NATO.\textsuperscript{37} Russia’s style of fighting has many tools at its disposal, such as control of energy to the Baltics, which Russia could turn off or manipulate for leverage.\textsuperscript{38} Russia also poses a threat to NATO communications with its claimed ability to cut strategic ocean lines.\textsuperscript{39} In any event, NATO can expect a Russian invasion to be confusing, fast, and

\textsuperscript{34} Julian E. Barnes, "World News: NATO Tests Key Supply Lines," \textit{Wall Street Journal}, Jun 21, 2017. https://search-proquest-com.us.nwcl.org/docview/1911486618?accountid=322. NATO considers the Suwalki Gap a likely point for Russia to bridge to Kaliningrad. Not only is it a short distance, but is also along a border which could cause NATO coordination troubles when responding, and it would sever NATO Ground Lines of Communication from the three Baltic nations.

\textsuperscript{35} In this scenario, Lithuania could conceivably have Russian forces at its borders with Belarus, Latvia, and Kaliningrad. Its only breathing room would be the short border it shares with Poland and a small coastline.


\textsuperscript{37} Higgins, “Latvian Region”; Naomi O’Leary, "NERVOUS IN NARVA: A TOWN CAUGHT BETWEEN EAST AND WEST,” \textit{Irish Times}, Feb 11, 2017. https://search-proquest-com.us.nwcl.org/docview/1867066449?accountid=322; Michael Carpenter, “Testimony to Senate Foreign Relations Committee, U.S. Policy Toward Russia,” Jenna Lifhits (Youtube channel), posted Jun 08, 2016. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQj05oCrcy8. If Russia were to invade Narva, Russia would dominate the three operational factors of war (time, space, and force) over NATO. A compelling NATO response in the same location could have a relatively long delay and might not be possible.


well-choreographed, with Russia knowing its next moves and counter-moves well ahead of a disoriented NATO. While a Russian attack would take advantage of NATO’s indecision, the scale of a Baltic invasion is not often discussed.

Russia’s Baltic adventurism could be large or small. A large invasion could mean annexing an entire country or securing a strip of land between Russia and Kaliningrad. A small invasion would look, for example, like a Russian annexation of a very tiny piece of Estonian land with the main objective of testing, if not wrecking, NATO. Regardless of the scale of a Russian invasion, if not sufficiently repulsed by NATO, Russia will effectively end the credibility of the alliance and subject Europe to more Russian aggression. Annexing even a minuscule piece of Baltic territory against a clunky, confused NATO is a perfect opportunity for Russia to recover some of its lost Soviet glory.

A BETTER NATO PLAN CAN DETER A RUSSIAN INVASION

“Putin will take over the Baltics like Hitler took over Germany – Democratically.”

NATO and the Baltics, in particular, need an anti-hybrid warfare plan to avoid getting into a situation where its steadfastness is tested and perhaps permanently damaged. Several different types of deterrence and defense options might improve the existing strategy. For instance, NATO could threaten to exploit Russian military deaths if Russia invaded, an issue so sensitive to Russians that the government keeps classifies deaths at the highest levels.

---

40 Starr and Cornell, “Tactics,” 79. Russia’s brand of hybrid warfare is elegant in that it integrates its instruments of national power in varying degrees of choreographed phases.
41 Ozols, “Lattvian Parties.”
NATO could assert itself more forcefully in the Black Sea, where Russia is rebuilding its naval power and where the U.S. could present different military risks, complicating Russia’s moves. Additionally, defense strategist Harlan Ullman suggests a “porcupine defense” in which NATO rebukes Russian aggression by sharp, pointed military attacks. This “porcupine defense” draws a more-restrictive line at which NATO will not tolerate Russian actions. The current undefined line is too lenient to prevent Russia from effectively operating in the gray zone. NATO’s current warfare paradigm equates superior technology to a superior military and narrowly defines “war” as troops killed in combat, whereas Russia’s approach is designed to confuse and slow NATO’s response. Non-military ideas should also be used to avoid Russian pressures.

The Baltics can take steps to remove themselves from Russia’s influence. For example, Lithuania weaned itself of Russian-supplied gas and all three Baltic states will be on EU electricity by 2020. The Baltics should strongly consider removing any obstacles to citizenship and voting from their ethnically Russian populations, to lessen the oft-stated grievances of Putin which he has used to invade other countries. Removing vulnerabilities from Russia’s control not only strengthens Baltic resistance but also strengthens NATO’s investment in the region as the Baltics are becoming more reliant on Europe. Besides shifting

---


46 Senior Military Officer, “Speech to Naval War College” Jan 2018.

Baltic reliance from Russia to NATO, the Baltics should also improve their own security self-reliance.

Other considerations, some already implemented independently by certain countries, must be implemented by the Baltics to train their citizens to be insurgents. The Baltics could prepare by using elements of Switzerland’s plan, essentially preparing for a war after the war using “civilian resistance” measures such as making propaganda and using “unconventional military resistance operations” such as ad hoc guerrilla warfare tactics. Latvians have formed unofficial paramilitary groups to shoulder the responsibility for fighting Russians, and the country has formalized a Youth Guard program for minors to receive military training. For its part, Lithuania has created a war manual for its citizens to resist a Russian occupation. Through such unconventional means, the Baltics will ready their citizens for a post-invasion resistance campaign, which has the added benefit of deterring an invasion as Russia might not be so eager to fight a stubborn insurgency. Aside from post-invasion preparations, unique ideas for arming the citizenry with pre-invasion weapons also exist.

The Baltics must consider all instruments of national power in order to stave off a Russian invasion and to fortify themselves against Russia’s ongoing non-kinetic operations. They can take a page from Norway’s playbook by applying a “whole of society” design, such as involving the “private sector” and stressing “media literacy.” Latvia is executing a piece of that plan by “teaching critical thinking skills to inoculate citizens against misinformation”

that Russia uses to “amplify divisions in society.” Other NATO countries are fighting information threats in unique ways, such as publishing examples of propaganda and hiring people called “cyber elves” to combat Russia’s internet trolls. These seemingly simple and inexpensive ways to better inform citizens may very well have a greater strategic impact than any weaponry on the future of Baltic conflict with Russia. The Baltics can take their cognitive pursuits to another level by bringing national unity to the forefront with a resonating idea.

An inexpensive way for the Baltics to counter Russia’s military aggression and its powerful, socially divisive methods is to form a national narrative. The strongest histories resonate with people and penetrate national culture. China’s “Century of Humiliation” and “nine-dash line” are good examples of how a shared purpose can unify a nation. A possible Baltic motto is “Not One Square Centimeter.” The pride of national identity and sovereignty underlies this motto, the idea that no one, not even Russia, will take one square centimeter of Baltic real estate. The Baltics, credibly backed by the United States, command a strong voice against Russia and can implement this concept. Anything from attire to posters to billboards to internet memes displaying a very small square, one square centimeter in size, and the words “NOT EVEN ONE” printed above it, is enough to symbolize the Baltic sentiment. This idea, were it to catch on with the public, could deter Russia from trying a small, NATO-testing annexation.

---

CONCLUSION

Russia poses a threat to the Baltics and using a hybrid invasion could test NATO’s resolve. NATO’s very survival depends on deterring and defending against the clear threat Russia poses to the stability of the allies’ peoples and governments, particularly with its non-kinetic, insidious, modern information warfare campaign which is effectively dividing NATO countries. To credibly deter Russia, NATO needs to find its twenty-first-century identity to determine its willingness to fight for its neighbors. As NATO’s level of participation in collective defense is the primary variable in when, how, where, and if Russia will invade a NATO country, NATO must aggressively pursue a better Baltic deterrence and defensive strategy to counter Russia’s ongoing campaign. NATO should see this threat as more than an economic problem in which it can buy high-tech weaponry to outshoot Russia. Rather, Baltic-wide adoption of alternative counter-Russia practices, such as focusing education on critical thinking, weaning Baltic critical resources off Russia, implementing advanced cyberspace defenses across the Baltics, and training counter-Russian citizen-insurgents. One additional deterrent suggestion is for citizens to embrace a compelling, Baltic-unifying narrative. The above suggestions combined with a strong, credible NATO force will ensure the security of the Baltics and NATO by deterring Russia’s designs.
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